STONE VINE & SUN

SUMMER WINES
Sparkling Wine &
Champagne – at fizzbang discounts!
Summer is a time for entertaining – so here’s a bunch of
fizzes, all with 15% off by the dozen, including a couple
of pinks for outdoor entertainment this summer.

Floriano Cinti, Pignoletto Frizzante,
Colli Bolognesi, Italy, NV, 13%
Bottle £11.95 Case with 15% discount £121.89
Code CIN1NV
Pignoletto is the name of the delicious sparkling wine
made in the foothills of the Apennines south and southwest of Bologna. From the Grechetto Gentile grape, with
the fizz produced in the same way as Prosecco, i.e. in
a closed tank, it’s delightfully sparkly. For entertainment
value, accompany the glass by singing loudly to the tune
of O Sole Mio (the “Just one Cornetto” ditty)
“Here’s Pignoletto, Give it to me,
Delicious sparkler, of Italy
Gently frizzante, it’s made for fun
Buy Pignoletto at Stone, Vine & Sun!”
Pull the cork with a corkscrew and away you go…foamy,
perfectly dry and citrussy, with accents of pears and green
apple. Creamy, rounded and with a crisp appley finish,
this makes a perfect summery fizz. Now-2019

Diamant de Loire, Crémant de Loire,
Brut, France, NV, 12.5%
Bottle £12.75 Case with 15% discount £130.05
Code DIA1NV
New to our list this summer: if you are seeking an easydrinking, light, perfectly clean and fresh fizz, then look no
further. Sparkling wine from Chenin Blanc and Chardonnay
has been produced in Saumur in the same way as
Champagne (i.e with a secondary fermentation in the bottle
to create the fizz) since the early nineteenth century.
Fine mousse. Ripe, gently appley fruit, lightly creamy, with
a little structure too. Easy to like, and so much classier
than a lot of Prosecco. Now-2019

Drusian, Rose Mari, Spumante Rosato,
Extra Dry, Italy, NV, 12%
Bottle £15.50 Case with 15% discount £158.10
Code DRU5NV
From Pinot Noir grown in the cool hills of Alto Adige and
made in the same way as Prosecco (i.e. in a closed tank).

A gently fizzy, very pale pink glass of red fruit – wild
strawberries. Very lightly savoury, showing true Pinot
character, this makes a perfect aperitif, and a bottle
vanishes very quickly indeed. Now-2019

Domaine des Dieux, Claudia, Méthode
Cap Classique, Brut, South Africa,
2010, 12%
Bottle £17.95 Case with 15% off £183.09
Code DDD4NV
From 81% Chardonnay and 19% Pinot, made in the
Champagne method, given 40 months on its lees, and
one of the best New World fizzes we have tried in years:
no surprise this won a Gold medal in the prestigious
Champagne & Sparkling Wine World Championship, and
was recently described in February’s Decanter magazine
as “complex MCC fizz”.
Soft mousse; and then yeasty, creamy and complex.
Decent body and very persistent. So much better than a
lot of cheap Champagne! Now-2019

Serge Mathieu, Champagne, Rosé,
Brut, NV, 12%
Bottle £31.50 Case with 15% discount £359.10
Code MAT5NV
From Avirey-Lingey, at the south-west end of the Bar-surAube: here it’s warmer than around Reims, and this offers
perfect conditions for the Pinot Noir grape, which also
thrives on the calcareous marls. From 90% Pinot Noir and
10% Chardonnay, with a minimum of two years ageing,
this is always made in a dry style, so is perfectly suited to
drinking as an aperitif or with food such as salmon.
Salmon pink. Mildly yeasty aromas, followed by bright and
intense red fruit, reminiscent of strawberries and cream.
Now-2019

Fizz for Berries
Michele Taliano, Birbet, Italy, NV, 5.5%
Bottle £9.25 Case with 15% discount £94.35
Code TAN916
This frothy red is a speciality of Piedmont, made
like a sparkling Moscato, but from the red Brachetto
grape. With about 110 grams of residual sugar, this
is very sweet, but with refreshing red-fruited bite
too. Chill it down and drink it with strawberries,
raspberries or summer pudding - or with light cake.
This frivolous fizz always wins friends when we show
it at tastings. Drink this year

Light and Bright Whites
All in the bloom of youth, four Sauvignon Blancs and three other crisp whites.

Apaltagua, Sauvignon Blanc Reserva, San
Antonio, Chile, 2017, 13% [Screwcap]

showing enticing white peach and guava notes, this is
such a classy Sauvignon, excitingly bright and with a
splendid finish. Now-early 2019

Bottle £8.95 Case with 10% discount £96.66
Code APA617

Silent Noise, Chardonnay, Adelaide
Hills, Australia, 2017, 13% [Screwcap]

From rolling hills, just 12 kilometres from the cool Pacific,
just south of Casablanca. Brilliant value, combining cool
climate grassiness and sense of nettles with elderflower
aromatics and bright fruit. Now-2019

Domaine Laballe, Sables Fauves, IGP
Les Landes, France, 2017, 11.5%
[Screwcap]
Bottle £9.95 Case with 10% discount £107.46
Code LAB117
The Sables Fauves is a terroir on the edge of the forest
of Les Landes. From about 50% Gros Manseng and
30% Ugni Blanc with 10% each of Sauvignon Blanc and
Colombard, this is a stimulating wine, delivering both great
freshness and intense fruit. Zingy attack dominated by
passionfruit and guava, the juicy palate offers bright fruit,
good texture and a distinctive salinity. A perfect summer
aperitif; and an excellent accompaniment to sushi or
simply cooked white fish. Now-2019

Cape Atlantic Sauvignon Blanc, Western
Cape, South Africa, 2017, 13.5%
[Screwcap]

Bottle £14.50 Case with 10% discount £156.60
Code SIL117
Australian Chardonnay, but not as it used to be…from grapes
sourced in the cool Adelaide Hills the other side of Adelaide,
this is very much in the modern Aussie idiom, almost
Chablis-like in freshness and purity. Pale and clear. All barrel
fermented, half in new oak, but it’s not an “oaky” wine, rather
a streamlined, lightly creamy example, lemony and bright.
Perfect summer Chardonnay. Now-2020

Domaine Fourrey, Chablis, France,
2016, 12.5%
Bottle £15.50 Case with 10% discount £167.40
Code FRR116
This showed so well at our Chardomaniac-Pinotpath
day in London last month: it has opened out beautifully,
offering ripe, almost lightly honeyed scents, and then
completely consistent flavours of citrus and dairy, with
good weight too. From a brother and sister team in Milly,
this offers classic summer drinking. Now-2021

Cherrier Père et fils, Sancerre, France,
2016, 13.5%

Bottle £9.95 Case with 10% discount £107.46
Code CED617

Bottle £15.50 Case with 10% discount £167.40
Code ROS116

Although there is no mention on the label, this wine
is from the young Sauvignon parcels, 3,000 feet up
at Cederberg, plus some fruit from the Ghost Corner
vineyards at cool and windy Elim, near the southernmost
point of Africa. It’s a real Kiwi challenger in its intensity.

Half bottle £7.95 Case (12 x 37.5cl.) with 10% discount £85.86
Code ROS216

Crisp and precise, showing gooseberry Sauvignon fruit
and grassiness with a mineral bite. Now-2019

Errazuriz, Sauvignon Blanc, Aconcagua
Costa, Chile, 2016, 13% [Screwcap]
Bottle £11.95 Case with 10% discount £129.06
Code ERR416
Just the second vintage we have shipped of this superb
Chilean SB: the previous vintage was a huge hit with our
customers and this is just as good. Dazzling aromas of
passion fruit and elderflower. Deliciously open and exotic,

This is drinking beautifully now, a perfectly poised and
elegant Loire Sauvignon Blanc; an example as good as
this justifies Sancerre’s continuing hold on British drinkers.
2016 was a classic Loire vintage: ripe lemon and grapefruit
on the palate, nicely weighted; and equally as good with
white fish or light chicken dishes as on its own. Now-2019

Light & Bright Whites Dozen
£127.44 Code LB18
A mixed case of two bottles of each of the first six
wines on this page, with a discount of 10%

Peachy Whites
Viognier is the grape best-known for showing peach and apricot flavours, but plenty of other Mediterranean grapes show
stone fruit too, from Grenache Blanc and Roussanne to Vermentino and Falanghina. These make lovely summer drinking,
either as aperitifs or to accompany full-flavoured seafood dishes, especially shellfish.

La Combe Saint-Paul, Vermentino, IGP
Pays d’Oc, France, 2017, 13%

Filadoro, Beneventano Falanghina IGT,
Italy, 2016, 12.5%

Bottle £8.95 Case with 10% discount £96.66
Code CSP217

Bottle £12.75 Case with 10% discount £137.70
Code FIM116

Vermentino (Rolle in Provence) seems perfectly suited to
Mediterranean conditions, from the shores of Tuscany to
the Languedoc. A really open, stone fruited attack gives
way to a more gentle, pine-scented, well-textured midpalate. Fruity but finishes dry - a fine aperitif wine. Now2019

Benevento is one of the sub-regions of Irpinia, with
vineyards at around 500 metres of altitude about 50 kms
inland from Naples: Falanghina is one of the ancient
grape varieties of the region. A full flavoured, well-textured
mouthful of pure fresh apricots. Fresh and perfumed, but
with excellent substance and a bright finish. A nice aperitif
or to accompany grilled fish or prawns. Now-2019

La Colinas del Ebro, Garnatxa Blanca,
Terra Alta, Spain, 2017, 14%
Bottle £9.25 Case with 10% discount £99.90
Code CDE717
This is the fourth vintage we have shipped of this 100%
white Grenache from clay/limestone vineyards about 500
metres up (Terra Alta = highlands) in Catalonia. Light
air of stone fruit and herbs. More punch on the palate,
showing pink grapefruit and white peach, some weight
and a stony freshness. Good value - this would cost more
if from the Rhône. Now-2019

Carinae, Viognier, Mendoza, Argentina,
2017, 13.5%
Bottle £12.50 Case with 10% discount £135.00
Code CAE717
There’s very good Viognier coming out of Argentina now:
and the grape is much better suited to the heat (in all but
the highest vineyards) than Chardonnay or Sauvignon
Blanc. From 15 year old vines, this is a well-balanced
example, showing a heady mix of jasmine, lime, stone
fruit and grapey (Muscat-like) flavours. Well-textured but
with crisp bite, this makes a lovely aperitif but is equally
at home with spicy food (for example a Goan fish curry).
Now-2019

Blankbottle, Moment of Silence,
Wellington, South Africa, 2017, 14%
Bottle £16.95 Case with 10% discount £183.06
Code BBO117
Moment of Silence (or MoS for short) is always the best
value wine in Pieter Walser’s eclectic zoo of mad and
bad blends. Chenin Blanc from four different sites, plus
Grenache Blanc and Viognier, barrel-fermented and
aged on the lees for a year. Bold, full-flavoured and
concentrated, intensely stone-fruited with cream and nuts.
Now-2020

Domaine Depeyre, Symphonie, IGP
Côtes Catalanes, France, 2015, 14.5%
Bottle £17.50 Case with 10% discount £189.00
Code DEP615
Brilliant wine, concentrated, subtly fruited, complex and
stony / mineral, Symphonie is a blend of 2/3 Grenache
Gris and 1/3 Grenache Blanc grown in a classic argilocalcaire terroir near Vingrau in Roussillon and just
rounded by some aging in demi-muids, 600 litre barrels.
Understated stone fruit and hints of herbs. Satiny finesse.
Lightly honeyed but finishes bone dry. Now-2019

All wines bought by the whole dozen
and preselected mixed cases in this list
are discounted by at least 10% until the end of July

Blooming Rosés
Some advice: those who prefer a very pale, understated style should pick the Begude Pinot Rosé, or Quatre Tours; those
who like a rosé with plenty of fruit, vigour and flavour should look at the Météore, Ribotte and Des Dieux; the rest are good
all-rounders!

Le Petit Pont, Rosé, IGP Pays d’Oc,
2017, 12.5% [Screwcap]

Domaine Begude, Pinot Rosé, IGP Pays
d’Oc, 2017, 12.5% [Screwcap]

Bottle £7.95 Case with 10% discount £85.86
Code PEP517

Bottle £11.50 Case with 10% discount £124.20
Code BEG517

The latest vintage of this best-selling rosé, from Grenache
and Cinsaut, grown near Beziers in the Languedoc,
but crafted in the Provençale style, pale coloured and
refreshing. Light scent of berries. A juicy mouthful of
strawberry and cranberry fruit, with a crisp finish. Nothing
complicated, just a well-made, dry rosé perfect for regular
consumption. Now-2019

An organically farmed rosé – which is new to our list
this year. Clear pale salmon pink hue. Bright perfume
cranberries and a hint of blood orange. Light on its feet,
refreshing, with a delicate sense of peach skin and
apricot. Now-2019

Preignes Le Vieux, Reserve Rosé, IGP
Coteaux de Béziers, 2017, 12.5%
Bottle £8.95 Case with 10% discount £96.66
Code PRF517
A blend of Cinsault, Grenache and Syrah. Very pale
salmon pink. Red fruited aromas and a hint of peach.
Raspberry and strawberry, well rounded and charming,
this is a step up from the wine above. Now-2019

La Salette, Côtes de Gascogne Rosé,
2017, 12.5% [Screwcap]
Bottle £8.95 Case with 10% discount £96.66
Code SAL517
The previous vintage of this lively rosé from the southwest was an unexpected hit last summer. It’s made from a
blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc; the latter
brings a little perfume. Pale, attractive salmon pink. Light
and fresh, very much toward the white wine end of the
spectrum. Subtle sense of raspberries. Pretty, understated
and refreshing. Now-2019

Château La Grave, Minervois, Rosé
Expression, 2017, 13%

Domaine du Météore, Faugères Rosé,
Les Cassiopéides, 2017, 14%
Bottle £11.50 Case with 10% discount £124.20
Code MET517
From Syrah, Cinsault and Grenache, the organically
certified Météore rosé (named, as all the wines from this
estate, after meteor showers) expresses the pure schist
soils of Faugères. More colour and concentration than in
previous vintages - a mouthful of strawberry and peach
with enough substance to drink with strongly flavoured
food; perfect for a barbecue. Now-2019

Les Quatre Tours, Coteaux d’Aix en
Provence Rosé, Signature, 2017, 13%
Bottle £11.95 Case with 10% discount £129.06
Code QUA517
Magnum £25.95 Case (6 x 150cl.) with 10% discount £140.13
Code QUA917
The characteristic Provençale blend of Grenache, Syrah
and Cabernet Sauvignon from a small co-operative just
north of Aix. Very pale - a transparent onion skin tint generous fruit and restrained elegance: flavours of white
peach, melon and berries, with satisfying weight and a
fine dry finish. Now-2019

Bottle £9.95 Case with 10% discount £107.46
Code GRV417
From halves of Syrah and Grenache grown near the
Aude river, this unfailingly delivers splendid ripeness and
intensity. Pale pink. Berried aromas leaps out of the glass.
Strawberry and raspberry dominates the palate and a
pleasing peach accent too. Good purity of fruit and lively
acidity make for a moreish finish. Now-2019

Blooming Rosés Case
£105.80 Code BR18
A mixed case of two bottles of each of the first six
wines on these pages, with a discount of 10%

Cherrier et Fils, Sancerre Rosé,
2016, 14%
Bottle £15.95 Case with 10% discount £172.26
Code ROS316
The Cherrier family’s rosé, from 100% Pinot Noir, is an
example of that light and pure style so popular in Parisian
bistros. As in Burgundy (just over the central hills to the
east of Sancerre) 2016 was a superb vintage for Pinot,
so this is especially ripe and delicious. Very pale salmon
pink. Gentle cranberry and redcurrant scent. Bold
strawberry fruit, fine and silky, before a dry, savoury finish.
Brilliant Pinot rosé. Now-2019

Domaine de la Ribotte, Bandol Rosé,
Cuvée Anaïs, 2017, 13.5%
Bottle £17.50 Case with 10% discount £189.00
Code RIB517
This is the fifth vintage we have shipped of this wonderful
Bandol rosé, based on Mourvèdre, made by Laurence
Desblache and her son Nicolas. The Jancis Robinson
team tasted 125 rosés last summer, and Richard
Hemming MW made the 2016 vintage of this the first of
his top three picks “chosen for variety of style and price,
not just score”. He described it as “the classic Provence
model, executed brilliantly, and fairly priced at under

£20”. It was, incidentally, the second highest scoring rosé
of the 125, topped only by one priced at £70 a bottle!
Pale salmon robe. Amazing aromas of peach juice
and pink grapefruit leap out of the glass; followed by
delectable intensity of peach melba and cream. Really
well-textured, with a characteristic long and mineral,
even saline, finish. We have lost count of the number of
customers who have told us that this wine is the best rosé
they have ever tasted. (Note: not for people who want a
rosé that doesn’t taste of anything!) Now-2020

Domaine des Dieux, Petit Rosé,
Hemel-en-Aarde, South Africa,
2017, 12.5%
Bottle £11.95 Case £136.23 Code DDD517
The team at Des Dieux wanted to make a rosé
that was comparable to Provence styles: it’s a
Provençale style blend of about half Mourvèdre, a
third Grenache with some Syrah, with a bit of barrel
ageing. Bright and exciting scent, cherries and
cream with hints of meadow herbs; and then delivers
a a juicy mouthful of macerated strawberries. It’s a
full-flavoured, dry rosé, a perfect accompaniment to
Mediterranean food or a barbecue. Now-2019

Summer Reds
What is the definition of an ideal red for summer? Here is my shortlist: bright fruit; juiciness - including refreshing acidity;
lowish to moderate alcohol, oak and tannin; in a light to medium body. The Australians have a great word for wines like
these – “smashable”: liveliness and immediate appeal are vital, and the wines below deliver those qualities.

Valle Frio, Carmenère, Maule, Chile,
2016, 13.5%

Lagneau, Beaujolais-Villages, France,
2015, 13%

Bottle £8.75 Case with 10% discount £94.50
Code FRI216

Bottle £11.95 Case with 10% discount £129.06
Code LAG115

The Carmenère grape tends to show a mildly leafy,
herbaceous note - it’s related to Cabernt Franc - which
gives balance to the characteristically ripe Chilean fruit.
This wine is a bargain: it’s so complete, classy, velvety and
smart that you could pass it off as a much more expensive
Bordeaux if you decanted it!). Black-fruited and aromatic,
with excellent length. Now-2019

This is intense for a Beaujolais-Villages, displaying blackfruited perfume, and lots of juicy blackberry fruit over a
firm backbone. Now-2019

Montcharme Pinot Noir, IGP Pays d’Oc,
France, 2016, 13% [Screwcap]

“Mid to deep cherry with purple rim. Inviting aroma of
lifted dark-red forest fruits. A little chewy on the palate,
giving it texture but also suggesting in needs food or
another 6 months in bottle. Depth and length and a more
serious savoury quality than the other Beaujolais-Villages
wines tasted so far. GV. 16/20”, Julia Harding MW,
jancisrobinson.com, 17th August 2016.

Bottle £9.25 Case with 10% discount £99.90
Code AGW716

Fiorano, Sangiovese, IGT Marche, Italy,
2016, 13%

Largely sourced from cool Limoux, crisp and classy,
blended with some grapes from the plains with riper,
sunnier fruit. Juicy palate, true to the grape, showing fresh
cherries with a touch of vanilla. Now-2019

Bottle £12.95 Case with 10% discount £139.86
Code FIO116

La Salette, Côtes de Gascogne Rouge,
France, 2016, 12.5%
Bottle £9.25 Case with 10% discount £99.90
Code SAL616
This is a light red which one could easily serve slightly
chilled as a refreshing drink with lunch (at just 12.5%) or
with spicy food: the French would call it “frais”, fresh. It
wouldn’t be bad with plain roast chicken either. There’s a
sense of fresh ripe strawberries and raspberries, a gentle
fragrance and minimal tannins. Very easy-drinking, from
40% of each of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot and 10%
of each of Cabernet Franc and Tannat, it delivers simple,
immediate pleasure. Now-2019

Summer Reds Dozen
£117.70 Code SR18
A mixed case of two bottles of each of the first six
wines on these pages, with a discount of 10%

Having recently visited Fiorano, I now understand why
the wines, from a beautiful amphitheatre of vineyards,
are special. Paolo (formerly a dentist) and Paola (a
research pharmacologist) take enormous pains over
their organically farmed vines. The latest vintage of this
Sangiovese is as stunning as ever, appealing to all who
enjoy youthful and juicy reds. Bright red cherries to the
fore, very ripe. Altogether lively, pure and supple; a fastvanishing bottle. Now-2020

La Chapelle des Bois, Fleurie,
Grand Pré, France, 2015, 13.5%
Bottle £13.25 Case with 10% discount £143.10
Code CHB115
Magnum £27.50 Case with 10% discount (6 x 150.cl) £148.50
Code CHB915
This splendid Cru Beaujolais is so consistent from vintage
to vintage; only a little extra substance and ripeness
indicates the low yields and heat of the vintage. Beautifully
ripe and pretty berry and cherry flavours, with flesh and
vivacity. Lay down the magnums for a future treat. Now2021

Wilfrid Rousse, Chinon, Les Galuches,
France, 2015, 12.5%
Bottle £14.75 Case with 10% discount £159.30
Code ROT315
Loire Cabernet Franc is a definitive summer wine:
perfumed, leafy and perfectly at home with ham and
charcuterie. This is unquestionably the finest vintage
we have tasted of this unoaked wine. It’s stunning, from
its glossy purple hue, via its perfume of black fruit and
violets, to a dramatic heart of blackcurrant and black
cherry flavours. It’s juicy, crunchy and wholly artisanal in
its expansive vitality. Now-2019

Tomfoolery, Young Blood Shiraz,
Barossa, Australia, 2017, 13.9%
[Screwcap]
Bottle £19.95 Case with 10% discount £215.46
Code TOM117
The Young Blood wines are made in a transparent,
forward and oh-so-drinkable style to be enjoyed young,
fermented in open vats with 30% whole bunch; and then
50% goes into tank and 50% into old French barrels.
Lovely youthful clear ruby. This is deliciously vibrant and
exciting. Bright raspberries and spiced cherries with just
the right backing of tannin. Juicily stimulating. Perfect
barbecue wine. Now-2021

Outstanding Southern Hemisphere Pinot Noir
We pride ourselves on our selection of the world’s Pinot Noirs; and as Burgundy sadly has become
more and more expensive it’s obvious we also need to look outside France for quality. These two are
outstanding. The first is becoming well-known, this latest vintage earning endorsement from Peter
Richards MW, Chilean specialist and Chair of the Chilean
panel at the Decanter World Wine Awards. The second is our
sole agency in the UK and we are delighted that the wine has
immediately won a rave review and inclusion in Matthew Jukes
2018 selection of 100 Best Australian Wines. Note that both
Pinots Show just 13% alcohol, lower than most red Burgundies
from recent hot summers. Anyone who loves Pinot should buy
the mixed case – and then come back for more!

12.5%
OFF!

Errázuriz, Pinot Noir, Aconcagua Costa,
Chile, 2016, 13%
Bottle £15.50 Case with 12.5% discount £162.75
Code ERR916
Is this the best £15 Pinot in the UK market? From
vineyards on schist at Manzanar, just 12 kilometres
from the cool Pacific; and now picked earlier for greater
freshness, 2016 is the best vintage yet of this increasingly
Burgundian and wholly enticing wine.
Pretty dark cherry hue. Pure, ripe berried perfume.
Beautifully smooth and balanced,offering a light and
fragrant mouthful of red and black cherries with minimal
tannins. Perfectly poised and graceful. Now-2021
“The obsessive work of Errazuriz and Francisco Baettig in
Aconcagua Costa has led to simply stellar Pinot Noir. Toplabel Las Pizarras [Note: we have this at £70 a bottle] is
sensational; this is a more affordable version but still offers
outstanding value at this price. Piercing scents and fine,
poised, classy flavour profile. Drink 2018-2022, 91/100”
Peter Richards MW, Decanter, February 2018

Wickhams Road, Pinot Noir, Gippsland,
Australia, 2017, 13% [Screwcap]
Bottle £19.50 Case with 12.5% discount £204.75
Code WIC617
Since 2011 Franco d’Anna at Hoddles Creek has managed
an eight hectare vineyard, with vines now 17 years old,
planted solely to Chardonnay and Pinot Noir in Gippsland.
Gippsland is an up-and-coming coastal region east and
south of Melbourne. The wines from this cool, free draining
site are sold under Franco’s Wickhams Road label.

Southern Hemisphere Super Pinot
Dozen £183.75 Code SHSP18
Six bottles of each of the two Pinots above, with a
discount of 12.5%

Soft plum hue. Open, forward Pinot character: juicy,
punchy and crunchy raspberry fruit, already enticingly
tinged with hints of that appealing savouriness which is
so food friendly (think fowl, veal, mushrooms). Hugely
successful and delicious. Now-2022
“From the Hoddles Creek family, Wickhams Road is a
remarkable wine and it has more vitality and friskiness
than a Cirque de Soleil troupe of acrobats. I could swear
that there is some whole bunch fruit here, bearing in
mind the herbaceous notes which enliven the aromatics,
but the tech sheet and web info say no. Either way, this
is a stunning expression of the Pinot Noir grape and it is
bursting with cherry, plum and hedgerow glamour and I
cannot wait to introduce several hundred people to it at
Australia House at my wine trade launch of this Report.
I trust that they will all pogo with enthusiasm when this
mystical elixir hits their receptors”, Matthew Jukes, 100
best Australian Wines 2018/19.
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